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shooting at home for a family photo,
and I noticed a lot of my friends and

family members were doing the same.
I, too, looked around and saw a

handful of parents who were
experimenting with this new
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technology. People were taking selfies
with children! And I even saw a few

parents using their smartphones to take
pictures of their kids at bath time. I

was shocked. This summer, I’ve been
around many of these same parents
taking lots of selfies and shooting
videos of their kids. I’ve seen an

incredible number of school-aged kids
who are being told what to do for a

picture, some that are directing their
parents and others who are completely

unaware that they are being
photographed. For parents who are
exploring the art and the science of
taking pictures, I have three tips to
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help you and your family be
comfortable with the new cameras we

all carry around with us. #1 – Don’t
Take A Picture If You Don’t Know It
Let’s face it, children are very sneaky.
They have a fantastic ability to get in
front of a camera and act as though it
is the most normal thing in the world
for a parent to want to take a picture
of them. A lot of parents are getting

comfortable with the cameras that we
now carry around on our phones and
tablets. Most of those parents aren’t

photographers and don’t know how to
use the picture-taking aspects of the
cameras. This summer is the perfect
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opportunity for parents to brush up on
their photography skills. Go to the

“family” section of your camera and
experiment with some of the features

that allow you to take great shots.
You’ll learn how to take basic family

photos. At first, your photos may look
a little odd, but you’ll soon learn how
to take a picture and have some fun
experimenting with it. If you want to

focus more on the artistic side, you can
take some of the features off and just

use them for fun. It’s okay to mess
around, but stay aware that no one

should be held or have their hands in
the
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folder as the SFIII files. SFII Files and
Folders The SFII Games folder

contains the sfiiit.zip file and the
sfiiitrom.zip file. They should be

distributed as two separate files (not
one massive file). When the ROMs are

extracted from their zip files, they
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sfiiit.zip file and the sfiiitrom.zip file.

They should be distributed as two
separate files (not one massive file).
When the ROMs are extracted from
their zip files, they should go into the

same folder as the SFII files. SFIII
Files and Folders The SFIII Games
folder contains the sfiiit.zip file and
the sfiiitrom.zip file. They should be
distributed as two separate files (not

one massive file). When the ROMs are
extracted from their zip files, they

should go into the same folder as the
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SFIII files. SFII Files and Folders The
SFII Games folder contains the

sfiiit.zip file and the sfiiitrom.zip file.
They should be distributed as two

separate files (not one massive file).
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their zip files, they should go into the
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